
 

 

 

     

 

PLANNING ERASMUS + PROJECT 2020-21 

Students from all the courses of Elexalde school will participate. 

The aim is to open the project to the whole school and make them awarre of the Greek 

culture, so we will work it in the English department with all the levels. 

At the same time , students will discover  the Greek culture , reading all the information 

from the blog , preparing activities about it  and sharing it with Katerini students. 

We have chosen some activities from the Project done by Greek students  and they will 

design activities related to it.  

They will be uploaded on the blog, e Twinning Instagram and mobility tool and 

European platform. 

 

1 DBH  After readfing the book of Greek Mythology .They will create digital stories 

through story jumper.Upload them on the blog, e Twinning,Instagram. 

2 DBH Google maps of the Greek sites Elexalde students visited in the Exchange. 

3 DBH Students will prepare Greece recipes and video them. 

4 DBH Kahoots related to some  topics of the Project ( dances, sport, food, musical 

instruments) 

 

At the same time we will finish the two activities which couln't be completed last year. 

-The historical heritage of Galdakao town 

-and the Maritime heritage. 

-The historical heritage of Galdakao will be done by 4 DBH students. 

The history teacher did the tour through the history of our  town  Galdakao and with it, 

students will design a virtual tour with all the explanations given by him. 

-Some students of 4 of DBH volunteers will also create a video of Bilbao step by 

step if Greek students come in order to guide them through Bilbao. 

-The Maritime heritage has been postponed by now because we are not allowed 

school trips 

We will organise the activity of Portugalete Hanging Bridge instead. 

And we will wait for the activity. In case it won't be possible to do it , we will change it. 

 

 

Students 1 Batx 

The diaries of the C4 mobility and videos for Greek families. 

 

 


